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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company is storing millions of sensitive transactions
across thousands of 100-GB files that must be encrypted in
transit and at rest. Analysts concurrently depend on subsets of
files, which can consume up to 5 TB of space, to generate
simulations that can be used to steer business decisions. You
are required to design an AWS solution that can cost
effectively accommodate the long-term storage and in-flight
subsets of data.
A. Use Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) with server-side

encryption, and run simulations on subsets in ephemeral drives
on Amazon EC2.
B. Use Amazon S3 with server-side encryption, and run
simulations on subsets in-memory on Amazon EC2.
C. Use HDFS on Amazon EMR, and run simulations on subsets in
ephemeral drives on Amazon EC2.
D. Store the full data set in encrypted Amazon Elastic Block
Store (EBS) volumes, and regularly capture snapshots that can
be cloned to EC2 workstations.
E. Use HDFS on Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR), and run
simulations on subsets in-memory on Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2).
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are the important points linked to the Packaged
Integration for SAP ERP Integration?
There are 2 correct answers to this question. Choose:
A. Sales order created in C4C replicated to ERP
B. Real-time integration of transactional data
C. ERP orders replicated to sales orders
D. Real-time integration of work ticket to Services
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
To increase efficiency, your client almost exclusively creates
journal entries using Model JEs, importing JEs, and copying
existing JEs. An audit revealed they have several records with
zero amounts and units in their Account Ledger (F0911) table.
Which action will help address your client's issue?
A. Set the processing option in the General Ledger Post program
(R09801) to not create journal entry line items with zero
amount and no units.
B. Set the processing option in the Journal Entry program
(P0911) to not create journal entry line items with zero amount
and no units.
C. The system is not designed to determine which Journal Entry
lines to include or exclude. Your client must delete zero
amount and no unit lines prior to saving journal entries to
prevent them from populating the Account Ledger (F0911) table.
D. Set the processing option in the Journal Entry MBF program
(P0900049) to not create journal entry line items with zero
amount and no units.
E. After populating the journal entry from using any method,
click the Form Exit and select Features. Then select the check
box to not create journal entry line items with zero amount and
no units.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is a feature of a direct tax?
A. It cannot be related to the individual circumstances of the
tax payer.
B. The formal incidence and effective incidence are usually the
same.
C. It is levied on one part of the economy with the intention
that it will be passed on to another.
D. It is not levied on the eventual payer of the tax.
Answer: B
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